


Guided Tour of the "Cannon '96" Poster Calendar

Ideally place the text over the poster's quarters, read it and ...look around: enjoy your trip!

First Quarter

Hallo everybody, Welcome to Olympia, Greece! Watch out,

traffic jams block every road, today! People from all the known

continents gather here for the First Games - a sort of country

fair, a meeting of braves and sport nerds - that one day might

end up to be sponsored by soft drink’s producers if we do not

pay a lot of attention to the organizers.

A new temple is still under construction - we’re always late

when it comes to delivery dates, but not as late as the Italians

- and to speed-up the erection all columns are made in

Polyurethane foam with Vertifoam, a revolutionary vertical

foaming system: components are carefully dosed - and

brought to the mixer - by hand, and, as you can surely notice,

we do not use CFCs anymore! We’ve imported this machine

from Anglia, and it looks like we will have to pay royalties

forever to use it! Water-driven gears move the machine’s

mixer, whilst good-old manpower does the delicate jobs:

running the Bono Exacta metering pump and the block’s

pulling conveyors. Machines will never prevail over man, we

have no doubts about it: do you see Mr. Fecken and Mr.

Kirfel, how fast they cut the blocks now? They have improved

a lot since last year!

Look how we mould with Polyurethane the column’s capitals,

what a beautiful table we use to carry the moulds: it’s turned

by hands, what else could one use for a careful work? We

imported this from Italy, where they call it an Afros plant, but

we know they mean Afrodites, our nicest goddess born from

the sea foam: you see, we teached them something, after all!

Second Quarter

Thermal baths is where we go to bathe, meet friends and

gossip a bit (right): everyone must carry their own soap and

towel from home, for hygiene reasons (so said our Dr.

Hyppocrates, famous expert in saunas and Turkish baths).

A modern boiler from Bono Energia provides steam for the

whole installation - even too much, considering that someone

must look for fresh air from openings cut in the roof - burning

what they call today “poor combustibles” ...and we used to

call wood in the old times. But look ...look at these fumes,

what is Bono Sistemi doing? It’s from Ancient Egypt’s time

that we tell them to do something about fumes, but they never

learn, you see? God knows where this pollution will bring us!

Taverns and shop-keepers enjoy the flow of tourists and local

strollers: hi-tech goods are now produced locally and

available for all purses: modern refrigerators, furniture seats

and alloy wheels for our fast carts. A specialized shop sells

moulded souvenirs - cheap copies of our Phidia’s and

Prassitele’s masterworks - that come from East, from far

countries  where manpower is cheaper than here: if we don’t

find an agreement with our newly formed worker’s unions and

do not reduce our rising manufacturing costs, these eastern

countries will invade us with their cheap goods, one of these

days, I tell you!

Third Quarter

People leaving the theatre (left) go to the stadium, where the

opening ceremony will start in a while. Jupiter’s new bronze

statue sits in front of the main gate, patronizing the Games. It

will be a long month of sports, dinners and celebrations: we

are all philosophers here, we know how to enjoy life, true?

But don’t think that we are lazy people, we can work hard - if

we want - and make wonders: just look at this cart wheel’s

factory, below! Isn’t this a great way to make them, with

melted Aluminum instead of wood? The Game’s organizers

passed by the other day, bought five of them and created the

Game’s logo, imagine! They said that this new technology -

we have to import this too from TCS in Italy, whose leaflets

say that they have reinvented the wheel, you see... - will bring

us very, very far...! What did they mean? We don’t even have

highways!

A cart driver just broke one of its old-fashioned wheels, but

he was lucky: he can get a spare one from the shop in a matter

of minutes, see what the progress can do? They might even

invent the Aluminum cart itself, one day: I’d like to be there to

see!

Fourth Quarter

Here it is, the masterpiece: a fully-integrated refrigerator

factory! Look at the thermoformer we use to produce door and

cabinet liners: different heating temperatures are obtained

using larger or smaller pieces of wood in the heater. Smart,

isn’t it? It’s made by Shelley in Anglia: even in Alemania -

famous land of competitors and beer-drinkers - they cannot

reach this level of perfection.

The refrigerator doors are now filled with Polyurethane using

a water-powered machine made by Crios - the Greek name for

cold, by the way - that uses a ...revolutionary concept,

because it revolves. They’ll find the way to copy it in future,

we’re sure, and make a weapon out of this concept, when

gunpowder will be used for something else than Chinese

fireworks! Or maybe they’ll simply copy it to make refrigerator

doors too, who knows?

Pigs, sheep and all sorts of other ...people stroll by in the main

road, Risso Street. An elegant couple enjoy the colorful

company walking their three dogs: he must be the man to

whom two of Olympia roads are entitled! A sort of character,

believe me, but he’s such a good cartoonist!

Good, folks: it was nice to see you again in Greece. Where will

this civilized world go, we do not know yet. Wait till next year

and see: you might end up in Rome. Won’t they say - in a few

centuries - that all roads lead there?  Have a good ‘96!
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